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 THE RELATION BETWEEN THE CHANGES IN

 WHOLESALE AND RETAIL PRICES OF FOOD.1

 WHILE a great deal of attention has been given to the forma-
 tion of index-numbers measuring the change of wholesale prices,
 and while in more recent times fairly successful attempts have

 been made to measure the movement of some retail prices, there
 have been (so far as I know) no serious practical inquiries or

 theoretical investigations as to the nature of the relation between
 the two groups. I propose in this article to examine this relation

 in the light of available statistics.

 The retail price of a commodity is influenced by, and is nearly

 the sum of, the wholesale price, the cost of transporting the goods

 from the market, warehouse, or ship, merchants' and brokers'

 commissions, manufacturing, more transport commissions, costs

 and profits of retailing and delivery, interest on the capital em-
 ployed in carrying the goods from the time of wholesale purchase
 to the time of payment by the consumer, and (in some cases)
 government tax.

 In the case of food the only very important manufactures
 are the milling of grain and the baking of flour, and the taxes are
 small and easily reckoned, so that the principal differences
 between wholesale and retail prices are attributable to interest,
 merchanting, transport, and retailing. Of these pure interest can

 hardly average more than 1 per cent. on the wholesale price for

 the bulk of food, which passes rapidly into consumption and for

 which cash payment is general. We are then left with the pure
 costs of distribution, that is, with transport and dealing, for food
 in general, and in addition with milling and baking in the case of
 bread, and of duties in the cases of sugar and tea.

 Now let us consider the effects of a rise and of a fall in whole-
 sale prices. We must distinguish fluctuations or short-period

 movements in price from long-period and steady movements.
 The conscious effort of the retailer is to keep prices unchanged.

 1 Based on a paper read before Section F of the British Association, 1913.
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 If he can secure a contract from the merchant, short movements
 will be entirely borne by the latter or by the brokers, part of
 whose economic function is to carry risks. But when the whole-
 sale price of flour or sugar or meat rises, the retailer must either
 raise his price or substitute an inferior article, or make less or
 no profit. Now wholesale prices can move by very small per-
 centages (say 1 per cent.), while retail prices move by jumps of
 6 to 10 per cent. The retailer meets this difficulty by making
 less than his normal profit when the rise is less than would justify
 his raising his price, say id., and then raising it id. as soon as
 the wholesale price goes up fractionally more; so that one month
 with another he makes a regular profit. If, however, the whole-
 sale price rose fractionally and there remained, he would lose for
 some time and then recoup himself. As soon as we take an
 average of several months or several towns, the irregularities of
 relationship between wholesale and retail prices due to these
 differences of unit disappear. Sometimes when a tax is imposed
 or raised, or when the Press gives prominence to a rise of prices
 and the purchasing public is persuaded that a rise is inevitable,
 the retailer advances his prices prematurely and makes an extra
 profit; but his power to do this is strictly limited, in some cases
 by competition, and in all cases he must consider the elasticity
 of demand. Finally, a retailer can often keep his prices steady
 by balancing a loss on one commodity by a gain on another. On
 the whole, small short-period wholesale movements do not affect
 the purchaser at all.

 Now let us consider the case of a permanent and considerable
 rise in the price of one commodity, while prices in general are
 steady. After the brokers, merchants, retailers, and customers
 have tried their strength in throwing the burden one on the other,
 retail prices settle at a higher level. Suppose that the wholesale
 price per 100 lbs. of some commodity before the change is 10s.,
 the retail price 2d. per lb., or 16s. 8d. per 100, and that the
 difference is made up by 2s. commission (including waiting for
 payment) for the brokers and wholesale merchants, 2s. cost of
 transport, and 2s. 8d. retailer's gross profit. Now let the wholesale
 price rise to 15s. The cost of transport remains unchanged.
 There seems no reason why the dealers should or could charge
 more for any part of their services, except for the item of interest
 (at 4 per cent. for three months, less than Id. additional), and
 since they benefit by not curtailing the sale, they should charge
 less rather than more. With them, as with the retailer, all
 depends on the elasticity of the demand. If the demand for
 No. 92.-voL. XXIII. N N
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 meat is more elastic than the demand for bread, there is a greater
 inducement for dealers in meat to reduce their commissions than
 for dealers in flour. If, in brief, all charge the same per unit
 before and after the rise, the retail price would advance to 21s. 8d.
 per 100, = 26d. per unit, which the retailer would make by
 charging first 24d. and then 23d. Now on this hypothesis the
 wholesale price has advanced 50 per cent. and the retail price
 only 30 per cent. If, on the other hand, all persons concerned
 charged the same percentage on cost, instead of the same price
 per unit, the retail price would advance by a greater percentage
 than the wholesale, the increment growing like a snowball. No
 doubt all these commissions are decided in the long run, not by
 what (uncombined) merchants and dealers wish to do, but by the
 prices they must pay and can get in competition. So far as I
 can see, theory points to an unchanged remuneration per unit,
 not to an unchanged percentage. But there is no doubt a custom
 in each trade, and it seems to me the question calls at once for
 investigation as to how in fact merchants and brokers calculate
 their commission. When prices are falling, the same analysis
 applies, except that everyone concerned will try to hold the price
 up and the consumer's advantage will be delayed.

 As regards retailing, it often happens that the consumers can
 be divided into two classes, whose elasticities of demand differ one
 from the other. Thus, a butcher can perhaps raise his price to
 his day customers without much affecting the sale, but not to
 those in the evening. In this case the working class would suffer
 a smaller rise than the richer class. This consideration applies
 especially to the very large volume of purchases made late on
 Saturday evening.'

 When, as has been the case for many years, prices and interest
 are rising en masse, much more difficult questions arise as to the
 effect on brokers', merchants', retailers', and manufacturers'
 charges. If in the long run we have simply the case of replacing
 a florim by half-a-crown in every fransaction (wages, prices,
 interest), there is no problem. But if the rise occurred first in
 wholesale commodities and was reflected only in part in retail
 commodities and not at all in wages or salaries, we should have
 a troublesome problem, with innumerable actions and reactions,
 into which I have neither skill nor space to enter. I think, how-
 ever, that as regards the period 1890-1912, some conjectures may
 be hazarded, as follows: changes in the rate of pure interest, on
 cash involved in handling, can hardly have made 1 per cent

 1 See " Food Prices in London": Charity Organisation Society, 1913.
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 difference in price up or down; cost of transport has varied little,
 and efficiency of distribution has increased. Merchants, brokers,
 and retailers were probably able to hold back for their own benefit
 some part of the fall of wholesale prices during 1889-1896; during
 the period of rising wages till 1900, they could hand on more than
 the whole addition per unit; but during the stationary period of
 wages, 1901-1911, so far from handing on an equivalent per-
 centage on the values handled, it must have been difficult to hand
 on the additional cost per unit.

 The general conclusion I reach is that retail and wholesale
 prices should be connected by an equation of the form -

 Actual change of retail price per unit goods=actual change
 of wholesale price per corresponding unit x k, where k is nearly
 equal to unity.

 If k is equal to or not much greater than 1, this equation will
 result in:-

 Percentage change of retail price per unit goods is less
 than percentage change of wholesale price per corresponding unit.
 The movement of retail price is presumably a little later than
 that of wholesale.

 I think that we must accept retail price statistics with con-
 siderable reserve till the details of the theory now sketched have
 been worked out, and the necessary facts ascertained; for as will
 be seen from the following statistics, there is no uniformity of
 relation, and on the whole too much effect appears to be produced
 on retail by changes in wholesale prices. There can be no doubt
 as to the direction of the general movements, but the magnitudes
 of these movements cannot be regarded as certainly known.

 The most adequate statistics of retail prices are of bread in
 relation to flour and grain. I have examined the monthly records
 from January, 1906, to June, 1913, as tabulated in the Labour
 Gazette, of the import and English Gazette prices of grain, and of
 flour as delivered from the mills, and of the mean of the predom-
 inant prices of 4 lbs. of bread obtained from nearly 170 reports from
 the principal towns of Great Britain. I am informed that in
 modern roller mills the weight of flour obtained averages less than
 72 per cent. of the weight of grain, while that of stone-ground flour
 is 80 per cent. Taking 72 per cent., a quarter of grain yields
 346 lbs. of flour. Now 346 lbs. of flour yields 500 to 550 lbs. of
 dough, which makes 460 to 500 lbs. of bread, the moder:n average
 being nearer the higher limit. From these data it results that a
 4-lb. loaf contains 2-83 lbs. of flour, which are obtained from 3.93
 lbs. of grain. During the period taken the average price of grain

 N N 2
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 (taking 5 cwt. imported with 1 cwt. home) was 8s. ld. per cwt.,
 of flour lls. per cwt., and of bread 5'6d. per 4 lbs. The flour
 obtained from 1 cwt. of grain is thus worth very nearly the same
 as the grain, the value of the offal paying for the expense of
 milling.

 First take flour and bread. The average cost of the flour in
 the 4-lb. loaf was 3'33d., and therefore the average cost of trans-
 port and cost and profit of merchanting, baking, and retailing
 was 227d. If the latter costs remain constant, while the price
 of flour changes, we should have-

 Price of the quartern loaf= 2'27d. + 3 33d. + Price of flour per owt.-11,.
 No. of loaves per cwt.1

 Such relations can be examined by two methods, viz., by the
 comparison of the standard deviations of wholesale and retail
 prices, and by the coefficient of correlation between them. In
 the present case the standard deviation for the ninety monthly
 prices of the quartern loa-f is 0'35d., the average price being 5 6d.,
 and the standard deviation of the prices of a cwt. of flour is
 13'58d., the average price being Ils.; for the loaf and for flour,
 therefore, the standard deviations are respectively 6'25 per cent.
 and 10'29 per cent. of the average prices; in other words, so far
 as deviations are concerned a change of 10 per cent. in the price
 of flour corresponds on the average to a change of 6'08 per cent.
 in the price of bread. Now 10 per cent. on the price uls. is
 0 333d. per loaf (taking 396 loaves to the cwt.), and 6'08 per
 cent. on the price 5-6d. is 0'340d. per loaf; the two numbers
 correspond very closely; if they were exactly equal it would mean
 that an addition to the price of flour was carried on unchanged to
 the price of bread, and that charges for making and distributing
 were unchanged. The diagram is drawn so that the average
 prices are represented by the same line, and a deviation of 10 per
 cent. in the price of flour is measured by the same height as one
 of 6 per cent. in the price of bread. The bread price on the first
 week-day of each month is put in the same vertical line as the
 flour price of the previous month. Except for the lag in the rise
 of the price of bread in the middle of 1907, and for the excep-
 tionally high price in May, 1909, it is seen that the bread price
 keeps very close to the flour price, but changes less frequently.
 The bread prices, however, are only averaged to IXth of a penny,
 and no change less than one-fifth of an inch on the scale is
 registered.

 The co-efficient of correlation between these prices is 0'947.

 1 Viz. 39*6.
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 This coefficient measures how closely the bread price can be calcu-
 lated by a linear formula from the flour price.' In this case,
 however, a slight error is introduced from the omission of the
 second decimal place in the bread price.

 These two measurements, by comparison of standard devia-
 tions to test in what way a change in wholesale prices is carried
 on to retail prices, and by correlation to find how far other causes
 are also at work are used in the following table:

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

 _____ ____________- Standard

 Ratio of deviations per cent. of 4
 O c)a > d * Ratio of average prices. Ratio of o
 4Z 0 ~Wbole- 4

 4 sa| > ,s 1 to 2 Retail, sale. | ?

 d. d.
 (a) Bread and flour 56 333 10 5 95 6-25 10-29 10: 6-08 0 948
 (b) Bread and grain 5-6 3-40 10 6-1 6-25 9-11 10: 6-85 0 943
 (c) Bread and grain 5-84 3-07 10 5-03 10-6 17-6 10: 6-02 0-863
 (c) Bread and grain 5.5 3-23 10 5-5 7-2 11-1 10 6-5 0-91
 (e) Flour ... ... 1-35 1-23 10: 9 1 9-32 10-6 10 8-8 0-88
 (f) Beef ... per lb. 8-1 b-22 10 6-44 5-2 9-2 10: 5-6 0 99
 (g) Mutton ,, 94 618 10 6-57 6-0 11-3 10 5-4 0-85
 (h) Potatoes ,, 0735 0-398 10 5-41 9 7 .12-6 10: 7-7 0-69
 (i) Bacon 8-33 6-58 10: 8-14 10-2 11-8 10: 8-65 0-92
 (j) Sugar 1-85 1-05 10: 5-7 11-2 14-4 10 : 7-8 0 90
 (k) Butter " 13-3 11-2 10 : 9-02 3-3 5 9 10 : 5-6 0-94
 (1) Cheese 8-5 5-45 10: 6-4 6-35 10-4 10: 6-1 0-82
 (m) Eggs per doz. 12-0 8-5 10: 7-0 6-5 9-8 10: 6-63 0-94

 s. d. s. d.

 (n) Food budget ... 15 0 10 2 10: 6-8 4-56 6-70 10: 6-7 0-94

 Line (a) in this table exhibits the numbers just discussed.
 Line (b) shows the relation between bread and grain2 for the
 same ninety months; as already stated, the quartern loaf uses
 3'93 lbs. of grain, and at 8s. Id. per cwt. (the average price of
 grain in the period) this gives 340d. for the value of grain used
 in the loaf, as in column (2). That the flour costs slightly less
 than the grain is due to the fact that the value of offals was

 1 The formula in this case is-
 Excess of bread price above 5-6d. = -0244 of (excess of flour price above lls.), where

 both prices are stated in pence; 0-0244 is the coefficient of correlation (viz. 0-948)
 multiplied by the ratio of the standard deviations (viz. 0-35: 13-68). This equation
 would give the closest fit in a diagram (by method of least squares) ; that drawn,
 however, uses 0-0254 in the equation which is very nearly the same. With small
 correlation the difference would be considerable.

 2 Price of imported and home grown wheat are averaged in the ratio 5: 1 for
 lines (b) and (d).
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 rather greater than the cost of milling. The correlation between
 the prices of bread and grain is practically the same as between
 bread and flour. In nearly all the months the price of a
 quartern could have been calculated nearly from the formula:
 "when wheat is 8s. Id. per cwt. the quartern loaf costs 56d.,
 and a change of 4s. lOd. in the price of wheat makes a change of

 id. in the price of the quartern." Line (c) shows the corre-
 sponding numbers for the annual averages of the price of the
 quartern in London from 1881 to 1910 (Fourteenth Labour
 Abstract, p. 137) and the Gazette price of wheat.

 In lines (d) to (m) the retail prices used are the index-numbers
 of London food-prices for the fifteen years 1896-1910, published
 by the Labour Department.1 The average prices for this period
 are deduced with the help of the workmen's budgets given in
 the Second Fiscal Blue-Book (Cd. 2,337). The wholesale prices
 used from (d) to (1) are those employed by Mr. Sauerbeck in the

 formation of his index-numbers2; for (j) and (k) import prices
 were taken. For (n) the quantities from (d) to (m), together
 with tea,3 are combined year by year in the proportions used by
 the Labour Department.

 The correlations, shown in Column 7, between the wholesale
 prices are high throughout; it would be expected that potatoes
 should show more variation than other commodities, since
 Mr. Sauerbeck only deals with imported potatoes. It is, however,
 improbable that retail prices, in the smaller shops at any rate,
 are so clearly connected with wholesale prices as these coefficients
 suggest. These are rather the coefficients we should expect in
 large stores, from which, in fact, it is believed the prices are
 principally obtained.

 Now concentrate attention on Columns 6 and 3. If retail
 prices moved exactly in proportion with wholesale the ratios in
 Coluimn 6 would be 10 : 10; actually they are less in all cases. If
 the actual changes in wholesale prices were carried on, all ex-
 penses of dealing and transport remaining constant per unit, the
 numbers in Column 6 would be equal to those in Column 3;
 this is nearly the case with flour, bacon, cheese, and eggs. If
 the intermediate costs varied in part with the wholesale price,
 the second terms in Column 6 would be greater than those in
 Column 3; this is the case with potatoes and sugar. If the inter-

 1 The tea and sugar duties are subtracted from the retail prices throughout
 the table.

 2 Middling beef and mutton are taken, and German beet-sugar.
 3 Tea is not included in the table because its retail price has moved apparently

 only when the duty has altered; no doubt the quality varies.
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 mediate costs varied inversely as the wholesale prices, tending
 to keep retail prices steady, the second term in Column 6 would

 be less than the corresponding term in Column 4; this is the case
 with beef, mutton, and butter.

 The absence of a uniform rule suggests that there is a good
 deal to be explained in these statistics.

 If we study the recent report on Rents and Prices in 1905 and
 1912 (Cd. 6,955), we find that even this apparent order is re-
 placed by chaos, and also that there is something arbitrary in the
 process of calculation. I do not wish to examine minutely, still
 less to criticise, this admirable and interesting report, but only to
 point out the way in which uncertainties arise. The general
 increase stated for the price of bread from October, 1905, to
 October, 1912, is 15'3 per cent., which is also the change shown
 for the middle zone of London. This last is obtained by

 averaging prices varying from 4jd. to 5id. in 1905 and others from
 5-d. to 6d. in 1912. The average for the year in London in 1905

 is otherwhere ' stated as 5-5d.; the price on October 31st, 1905,
 happened to be specially low. Now the recorded rise in other
 towns during these eight years varies from nothing in Bristol

 (51d. at both dates) to lid. at Liverpool (4id. to 6d.), which is
 quite inexplicable. A doubt as to the price of a quartern to the
 extent of id. makes 10 per cent. difference to that price, and
 2 per cent. difference to the general price level; Id. in the price
 of meat makes a similar difference. It is only when general
 averages are taken that these irregularities appear to be unim-
 portant, and it is quite doubtful whether the process of averaging
 completely removes them. For these reasons it is specially
 necessary in the case of retail prices not to emphasise the
 statistics of particular years or particular towns, and in the end
 :not to regard the measurement as exact.

 When we put the data of linLes (c) to (m) together and obtain
 (n), we find an improbably high correlation between wholesale
 and retail prices. We have also the surprising, but not im-
 possible, result that the change in wholesale prices per unit
 (together with duties, which are eliminated from the table) are
 on the average exactly carried on to retail prices, without
 addition. The regression equation for index-numbers suggested
 by this line is: -

 Retail index-number - 100-6456 x 0 94 = 064 of (wholesale index-
 6-10

 number - 100),

 I XIVth Abstract, p. 137.
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 where both numbers depend on ten kinds of food and are weighted.
 In the following table Column I shows the wholesale index-
 numbers (Sauerbeck's and import) averaged, Column 2 the result
 of the equation just written, Column 3 the retail numbers com-
 bined for the ten commodities, Column 4 the Labour Depart-
 ment's London retail food index-number, including other
 commodities, when tea and sugar duties are eliminated

 1. 2. 3. 4.
 1896 ....... ... 88 92 90 90
 1897 ... ... 95 97 95 94
 1898 ....... 95 97 99 99
 1899 ....... 95 97 96 94
 1900. .. .. 100 100 98 98
 1901 ....... 97 98 99 100
 1902 ....... 98 99 99 100
 1903 ....... 98 99 101 101
 1904 . 102 101 101 102
 1905 ... ... 102 101 100 102
 1906 ....... 101 101 99 101
 1907 . 107 104 102 104
 1908 110 106 106 106k
 1909.111 107 106 106
 1910 ... ... 112 108 108 108

 The differences between Columns 2, 3, and 4 are within the
 natural uncertainties of this kind of calculation.

 There is, of course, no guarantee that this relation between
 wholesale prices and the retail prices, as estimated for London
 by the Labour Department, existed prior to 1896, nor that it
 will continue. In the nature of things intermediate costs cannot
 remain constant. The details behind the averages are so variable
 that this apparent constancy may be partly accidental. It is not
 even probable that the same result would appear in the average of
 provincial towns or of rural districts, and the Labour Depart-
 ment's Report shows that the change of prices 1905-1912 varied
 greatly from town to town. Nor do I think that these retail
 price movements are at all necessarily those that would be found
 in all districts or among all classes in London, for reasons already
 outlined. But the closeness of the relation found with that which
 would arise, if intermediate costs were unchanged, is so remark-
 able as to make it important to place it on record.

 A. L. BOWLEY
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